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App
A range of iOS & Android Apps giving 

 secure access to control panels.  
Allows you to remotely set/unset your 

alarm system 

Control Panel
The command centre of your system,  

with versions to secure every property from  
residential to large commercial.

 

Keypads
Enter your personal access code onto 
any one of an extensive range of keypads.  
A choice of finishes to suit any interior. 

Keyfobs
Two and four button keyfobs with exceptional 

range and battery life. Allows you to remotely 
set/unset your alarm system. Can also be 

used to open and close garage doors/gates, 
trigger panic alarms, switch lights on and off 

and more.

Simple Set/Unset
4 easy ways to control your system

Prox Tags
Present the discreet, compact tag to any of our 
keypads or NFC Reader to simply and easily set 
and unset your system using NFC technology.

4 easy ways to control your system 



Panels & Keypads
...Exceptional Performance

Metallic Grey Graphite Piano Black White Metallic Silver

Black Chrome Gun Metal WhiteGranite

Satin ChromeManganese AnthraciteGold

Polished Chrome

400 Series

500 Series

600 Series

700 Series

Keypads



Detectors 
Cover every angle

Door & Window Contact Detectors 

These monitor the opening of doors, windows, cupboards, 
drawers etc. Visible or hidden/covert versions are available in 
3 different colours.

Motion Detectors 

All our detectors have been expertly designed to detect the 
movement of intruders whilst avoiding unwanted false alarms.

Wireless Covert Accelerometer 

Designed to protect your most valuable possessions, the 
W-ACC-C is discreet enough to be concealed in or on almost 

any item and signals an alarm when the object is moved. 
Available in 3 different colours.



Shock Detectors
Shock detectors monitor windows and doors for vibrations 

caused by attempted break-ins and will activate an alarm before 
an intruder gains entry to your property. Visible or hidden/covert 

versions are available in 3 different colours.

Ceiling Mount Detectors
Outstanding detection in a sleek and easy to install housing. 
The Orisec 360 detectors achieve the ultimate balance between 
detection performance and false alarm immunity.

Fire & Flood Detectors
Each model in the Fire & Flood detector range can operate as a 
stand-alone detector with an integrated sounder. They can also 
be interlinked so that all detectors will sound in the event of a 
fire. Furthermore, the detectors can be integrated with all Orisec 
wireless devices so that activations can be reported via the control 
panel to a monitoring station or to our mobile phone apps.



External Sounder
First line of defence

Illuminated Sounder 
For an even greater security deterrent, illuminated versions are 

available to increase visibility during darkness. 

External Sounder 
This acts as a highly visible deterrent to inform potential 
intruders that your property is protected. It emits a 115-decibel 
alarm siren if your alarm system is triggered. 



Apps 
Advanced and easy to use.

40 zone stand-alone wireless panels. Available with either an integrated keyed keypad or touchscreen.   
Protect your family, home or business with the most advanced wireless intruder alarm technology.

ControlPlus 
The ControlPlus app gives users 
complete visibility of their system, 
allowing total operational control, 
system event notifications and 
monitoring from anywhere, at any time.

ControlLite 
Simple to use, the ControlLite App 
offers users full arming and disarming 
in a straightforward and intuitive 
format.

Wireless Panels
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